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Supporting model aviation events and clubs across the United States and around the world, we're a non-profit
association supporting and uniting model aviation hobbyists. Learn more about AMA AMA Campaign Statements.

Are you ready for some drone racing? In This Episode [ The league was created in April to make it easier for
local drone racing chapters to organize drone racing events. MultiGP created a software system that helps race
organizers manage race day. The software removes many of the logistical challenges organizers face in
running an event that features multiple pilots and races. The league started in April and has grown in include
fully activated chapters. There are over chapters that are fully activated or are in the process of becoming
activated. MultiGP has a uniform course design so that pilots can measure their performance against other
pilots worldwide, but chapters are free to develop other course designs, if thy so wish. The MultiGP website
includes the profiles of the pilots that are members of each chapter. There are standard specifications, but
pilots are generally, very free to create their own racing designs. The organizers of the chapter events are the
unsung heroes, as they are dedicating their time to advancing the race and the sport. MultiGP has 5, registered
pilots. For those starting out, MultiGP provides support. Drone racing as a spectator sport is still evolving.
Few people understand it, so it will take time for people to gain an understanding and appreciation for it. But
with increase is marketing and media articles, more and more people are learning about it every week. A
community of pilots, manufactures and fans is starting to emerge. More and more manufactures are
developing racing drones and supporting drone racing as a sport. This will propel the sport and increase the
access to racing drones to people who may not wish to build their own. It will continue to evolve as people
learn about drone racing. The promotional attention that the Drone Racing League brings to the sport can
benefit the local drone race organizers. Since MultiGP already has a league infrastructure in place, they may
particularly benefit as people search for local racing options as they become interested in the sport. Chris talks
about the challenges of growing the league and the sport. The first is maintaining communication with local
chapters and supporting their efforts. The league is also creating their first World Championship race series for
all chapters to participate. MultiGP has a strong interest and commitment to supporting education through
drone technology. The league works with middle and high schools and has formed a strategic alliance with the
American Modelers Association to advocate safety and education to young people. FPV will eclipse any other
radio controlled sport that has ever happen due to the commercial application of what they do â€” close
proximity flying of remote vehicles, which has applications in many industries.
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Those charts, diagrams, and text which show the area, dimensions, stations, access doors / zoning and physical
locations, of the major structural members of the aircraft. Includes an explanation of the system of zoning and
measurement used.

ThankYou On this site, you will find information for David B. Waymer Aeromodeller Flying Field. Also on
this site is information about requirements to use David B. Additionally Park Safety and Rules are located
under that tab. The AMA offers many Benefits and promotes model aviation in safe model airplane operation.
If you are new to model aviation and would like to learn more about the If you are new to model aviation and
would like to learn more about the AMA, please click this link to find information on AMA membership
benefits. If you are unsure of your current AMA membership status, you can check it here. There are two
asphalt and one grass Control Line circles for flying control line aircraft. Additionally, there is a shelter with
picnic style tables and an information board. A fire extinguisher and first aid kit are located at the information
board. Most types of model aircraft can be flown at Waymer Field. Due to open flame restrictions, fuel
turbines and pulse jets are strictly prohibited. Please be courteous to others when flying different forms of
aircraft. Waymer Field is a gated Park. Opening and closing of the gate is the responsibility of Park Pass
holders. Please lock the gate if you are the last Park Pass holder to leave. If there are non-pass holders it is
your responsibility to ask them to leave. Dawn to Dusk Sound Restrictions: You can find detailed information
in the Park Safety and Rules Tab. With this in mind please be respectful of our neighbors.
Chapter 3 : ATA - Wikipedia
In this special issue of Model Aviation focused on building, we review three kits, build the Pober Pixie, construct a
giant-scale foam B, and scratch-build opposing fighters! Plus, we visit Warbirds & Classics over Michigan and deliver
your favorite columnists.

Chapter 4 : EAA Has Presence at Successful AMA Expo West Show â€“ EAA Blog
The AMA is putting the best face possible on FAA Reauthorization, saying that the changes represent a "new chapter"
for the organization.

Chapter 5 : Aircraft ATA Chapters List | Aviation Maintenance Jobs and training search
Aircraft Wood and Structural Repair Wood was among the first materials used to construct aircraft. Most of the airplanes
built during World War I (WWI) were constructed of wood frames with fabric coverings.

Chapter 6 : EAAâ€™s James Ray Aviation Scholarship Fund To Finance Flight Training | Aero-News Netw
The Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA) makes no warranties, either express or implied. Information in this website,
including maps, URL and other web site references, are subject to change without notice.

Chapter 7 : AMA Flight School
This chapter shall include the necessary procedures to lift and shore aircraft in any of the conditions to which it may be
subjected. Includes lifting and shoring procedures that may be employed during aircraft maintenance and repair.

Chapter 8 : Homepage | Academy of Model Aeronautics
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AMA District III News: AMA Clubs and EAA Chapters inspire next generation of aviators As model aviation enthusiasts,
we should always look for ways to grow our hobby. I hear complaints that no one, particularly young people, is
interested and that our hobby is dying.

Chapter 9 : Evansville Radio Control Model Aircraft Club
Introducing the AMA Alpha! The Alpha is a rubber-powered airplane that provides amazing flight duration, controlled
flight, and can easily be disassembled and taken home to fly again.
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